SERVICE PROVIDER
MESSAGING

A multi-tenant messaging solution for SPs looking to host hundreds to millions
of business-level email users, based on a powerful mail server for ISP

With a minimum investment, you can replace your old email server infrastructure – commercial or based on several open
source solutions – with Axigen's all-in-one solid SP solution, that is easy to learn, operate and maintain, and offers a clear
roadmap evolution to guarantee further inclusion of features.

Key value drivers:




Speed-of-light messaging
Optimized hardware usage (save up to 50%)
Flexible, pay-as-you-grow licensing model





Features activation according to supplied pack
Multiple, branding & advertising options
Seamless integration with 3rd party applications

Powerful Technology
Replace your old email server infrastructure with a single, solid solution

Robust architecture & performance

Multi-tenant infrastructure

Axigen's carrier-class mail server is specifically built to
provide you with fast and reliable messaging services,
leveraging on unique technologies such as Axigen
SmartProcessing™ (reduces email processing time to a
minimum) and Axigen UltraStorage™ (ensures an effective
space management, preventing service downtime or loss of
data even at highest traffic peaks).

Serve multiple customers from a single Axigen instance and
achieve significant performance, scalability and cost benefits
based on our solution's advanced capabilities, including:




Account classes, delegated administration
High availability, clustering support
Expandable storage, reporting and monitoring module

Effortless Administration
Enjoy simple, time-saving administration for all users from a single platform

Web administration console & CLI

Backup & archiving

Configure service specific parameters through Axigen's
comprehensive Web Administration interface designed for
optimized navigability, with quick links and contextual help.
Alternatively, automate administrative and provisioning
tasks using the Command Line Interface.

Get full / partial restores, offline and online backups, or
access from more than one location via the Back-up and
Restore module. Meet regulatory compliance requirements
of major international standards through integration with
third-party archiving applications.

Additional Revenue with Value Added Services
Remain competitive against Hosted Exchange, Google Apps or Yahoo Mail

Calendaring & collaboration

Wireless mobile sync

Provide your users with efficient time-management tools
such as calendars, tasks and notes via an easy-to-use
Personal Organizer available from WebMail, MS Outlook and
iCal (Webcal) compatible clients. Allow them to share email
folders and contacts, access dedicated public folders, and
book company resources, all with the Groupware add-on
(including Outlook Connector).

Offer your users access to relevant data anytime, anywhere,
by synchronizing email messages, contacts, calendars or
tasks with Axigen's built-in Exchange ActiveSync® support for
mobile devices (Nokia, iPhone, Windows Mobile devices etc)
or via the AstraSync™ or the NotifySync™ client (for
BlackBerry® smartphones).

“

Fast installation and configuration, a very efficient Webadmin and a plethora of settings that can be tweaked are
some of Axigen's strong points. Add those to stability, almost unbeatable security and great overall performance and
you get this high-class mail server solution.
Softpedia.com

“

Virtually unlimited users

Local & Remote Access
Grant access to customers locally, from various POP3 / IMAP email clients such as
MS Outlook, Mozilla Thunderbird or Apple Mail. Alternatively, Axigen's WebMail
interfaces (Ajax / standard / mobile) seamlessly approach the desktop experience
even when accessing email remotely.

Extensive Security Toolset
The Axigen messaging platform guarantees secure reception, transit and delivery of
email. Protect your confidential data with an extensive set of defensive tools, such
as: authentication and encryption, anti-impersonation policies, SPF and
DomainKeys compliance, blacklisting / whitelisting / greylisting, country filtering,
and many more.
For extra email protection, you can extend Axigen's standard ClamAV and
SpamAssassin defensive tools by integrating any of the available commercial
AntiVirus / AntiSpam apps. Further, get premium defense via the Kaspersky
AntiVirus / Kaspersky AntiSpam (embedded) and Commtouch Real Time AntiSpam
Protection add-ons.

Increase your service and customer base
with maximum results:
 Pay only for the premium users in the
SP solution license
 Get an impressive number of free,
basic email users included in the SP
solution
 Scale up to millions of users (Axigen
can support a virtually unlimited
number of mailboxes and domains)

24x7 technical support
Benefit from our primary support level, all
year round, with:
 Fast and accurate (human) response
time, by email
 Support in different languages
provided by local partners
 Assistance for: installation, migration,
configuration, troubleshooting etc.
 Multiple additional online resources
 Software maintenance included (new
version upgrades, patches or updates)

World-class professional
services

Large Scale Solutions

Our Professional Services team can offer
you comprehensive Axigen training and
assistance during the entire project.

Axigen relies on its carrier-class technology to sustain complex setups and provide
the required level of service availability and seamless scalability: clustered setups
(front-end / back-end), SMTP / IMAP / POP3 / WebMail proxies.

Operating systems

Ask for Evaluation

Contact Us

All the Axigen product kits can be downloaded
as evaluation versions for 30 days, with:
 All features enabled
 Unlimited users
 Unlimited domains
 FIRsT Support included

AXIGEN MESSAGING

RedHat Enterprise, Fedora, CentOS, SuSE,
Gentoo, Novell, Ubuntu, Debian,
Mandriva, Slackware, FreeBSD, Solaris,
Windows Server 2003 / 2008 a.o.
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